
INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES.
House your business’s lifeblood under an impenetrable fortress.

 800.551.5602    naroofing.com



Industrial and manufacturing facilities have roofing issues that aren’t always easy to see. Sometimes, they need 
obvious protection from the elements. Other times, it’s invisible off-gassing from the manufacturing process inside. 
Housing large, expensive equipment used to produce your products is sometimes as important as the products 
themselves. You may also have specialty equipment on the roof deck that needs to vent manufacturing discharge.  
The right roofing system can help you mitigate all of that, including extreme heat and humidity—while you enjoy  
the long-term cost benefits of having a roof built to endure extreme environmental and mechanical conditions.  
Let us assess your facility’s needs and provide a solution engineered to protect your valuable equipment,  
what you manufacture or store, and your vital personnel. Call us today to learn more at 800.551.5602. 

A SNAPSHOT OF OUR PROCESS 

• Experienced engineering and technical professionals are available      
 to collaborate and assist with writing and developing specifications  
 unique to your facility.

•  Comprehensive and itemized proposals are a part of every roof 
 installation detail.

• Tiered levels of interior protection service help ensure no contamin- 
 ation to sensitive production or manufacturing environments.

• Real-time collaboration on every project through on-site project   
 management.

• Accountability to provide the best customer experience with the   
 industry’s only customer action center—ensuring every project   
 is completed to your expectations.

• Dedicated quality control and safety inspectors ensure a safe   
 and secure work environment for your business and employees  
 (ours, too).

• We’re a nationwide contractor, approved and held in high regard  
 by all major roofing manufacturers to provide commercial roof  
 warranty systems and support.

SINGLE-PLY SOLUTIONS THAT MAY BE RIGHT FOR YOUR 
BUSINESS

While there are several roofing systems available to choose from, there  
has been tremendous growth in single-ply membranes. The three most  
common and dependable are EPDM, TPO, and PVC. EPDM is typically black 
and is a great long-term solution when durability in extreme environmental  
conditions is mission-critical. TPO and PVC are lightweight, yet highly 
durable as well. Their highly reflective qualities allow for the added benefit 
of reduced energy costs. And PVC is the superior choice for facilities where 
manufacturing processes include harsh chemicals and oil.

OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

Below are just a few of our industrial and manufacturing facility  
references:

• GKN Aerospace
• Applied Industrial Technologies

• GE Appliances
• Sonoco Products Co.

THE UNIQUE ROOFING CHALLENGES FOR INDUSTRIAL 
FACILITIES

At North American Roofing, we know what you face on a daily 
basis. Durability is likely an essential component of what you  
make or store, and the same is true of the roof that protects  
your business operations. The recommendations we make  
aren’t universal; they’re groomed to your specific environment  
and your manufacturing processes. We can provide solutions 
that offer superior wind uplift resistance and systems that work 
best where chemicals and oils are going to be present. Our 
comprehensive approach to designing your roofing system  
is meant to provide an economical solution with minimal  
disruption to your daily operations.  


